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1 Introduction
Existing peer-to-peer overlay infrastructures such as
Tapestry [11], Chord [8], Pastry [6] and CAN [4]
demonstrated the benefits of scalable, wide-area
lookup services for Internet applications. These ar-
chitectures make use of name-based routing to route
requests for objects or files to a nearby replica. Ap-
plications built on such systems [2, 3, 7], depend
on reliable and fast message routing to a destination
node, given some unique identifier.

Due to the theoretical approach taken in these sys-
tems, however, they assume that most nodes in the
system are uniform in resources such as network
bandwidth and storage. This results in messages be-
ing routed on the overlay with minimum considera-
tion to actual network topology and differences be-
tween node resources.

In Brocade, we propose a secondary overlay to be
layered on top of these systems, that exploits knowl-
edge of underlying network characteristics. The
secondary overlay builds a location layer between
“supernodes,” nodes that are situated near network
access points, such gateways to administrative do-
mains. By associating local nodes with their nearby
“supernode,” messages across the wide-area can take
advantage of the highly connected network infras-
tructure between these supernodes to shortcut across
distant network domains, greatly improving point-to-
point routing distance and reducing network band-
width usage.

In this paper, we present the initial architecture of
a brocade secondary overlay on top of a Tapestry
network, and demonstrate its potential performance
benefits by simulation. Section 2 briefly describes
Tapestry routing and location, Section 3 describes
the design of a Tapestry brocade, and Section 4
present preliminary simulation results. Finally, we

discuss related work and conclude in Section 5.

2 Tapestry Routing and Location
Our architecture leverages Tapestry, an overlay loca-
tion and routing layer presented by Zhao, Kubiatow-
icz and Joseph in [11]. Tapestry is one of several
recent projects exploring the value of wide-area de-
centralized location services [4, 6, 8]. It allows mes-
sages to locate objects and route to them across an
arbitrarily-sized network, while using a routing map
with size logarithmic to the network namespace at
each hop. We present here a brief overview of the
relevant characteristics of Tapestry. A detailed dis-
cussion of its algorithms, fault-tolerant mechanisms
and simulation results can be found in [11].

Each Tapestry node can take on the roles of server
(where objects are stored), router (which forward
messages), and client (origins of requests). Objects
and nodes have names independent of their location
and semantic properties, in the form of random fixed-
length bit-sequences with a common base (e.g., 40
Hex digits representing 160 bits). The system as-
sumes entries are roughly evenly distributed in both
node and object namespaces, which can be achieved
by using the output of secure one-way hashing algo-
rithms, such as SHA-1.

2.1 Routing Layer
Tapestry uses local routing maps at each node, called
neighbor maps, to incrementally route overlay mes-
sages to the destination ID digit by digit (e.g., ***8
�� **98�� *598�� 4598where *’s represent
wildcards). This approach is similar to longest prefix
routing in the CIDR IP address allocation architec-
ture [5]. A node � has a neighbor map with multiple
levels, where each level represents a matching suffix
up to a digit position in the ID. A given level of the
neighbor map contains a number of entries equal to
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the base of the ID, where the �th entry in the �th level
is the ID and location of the closest node which ends
in “�”+suffix(� , � � �). For example, the 9th entry
of the 4th level for node 325AE is the node closest
to 325AE in network distance which ends in 95AE.

When routing, the �th hop shares a suffix of at
least length � with the destination ID. To find the
next router, we look at its (� � ��th level map, and
look up the entry matching the value of the next digit
in the destination ID. Assuming consistent neighbor
maps, this routing method guarantees that any exist-
ing unique node in the system will be found within at
most ����� logical hops, in a system with an� size
namespace using IDs of base �. Since every neigh-
bor map level assumes that the preceding digits all
match the current node’s suffix, it only needs to keep
a small constant size (�) entries at each route level,
yielding a neighbor map of fixed size � ������ . Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of hashed-suffix routing.

2.2 Data Location

Tapestry employs this infrastructure for data loca-
tion. Each object is associated with one or more
Tapestry location roots through a distributed deter-
ministic mapping function. To advertise or publish
an object �, the server 	 storing the object sends
a publish message toward the Tapestry location root
for that object. At each hop along the way, the pub-
lish message stores location information in the form
of a mapping 
Object-ID(�), Server-ID(	)�. Note
that these mappings are simply pointers to the server
	 where � is being stored, and not a copy of the ob-
ject itself. Where multiple objects exist, each server
maintaining a replica publishes its copy. A node �
that keeps location mappings for multiple replicas
keeps them sorted in order of distance from � .

During a location query, clients send messages di-
rectly to objects via Tapestry. A message destined for
� is initially routed towards �’s root from the client.
At each hop, if the message encounters a node that
contains the location mapping for �, it is redirected
to the server containing the object. Otherwise, the
message is forward one step closer to the root. If the
message reaches the root, it is guaranteed to find a
mapping for the location of �. Note that the hierar-
chical nature of Tapestry routing means at each hop
towards the root, the number of nodes satisfying the
next hop constraint decreases by a factor equal to the
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Figure 1: Tapestry routing example. Path taken by a
message from node 0325 for node 4598 in Tapestry
using hexadecimal digits of length 4 (65536 nodes in
namespace).

identifier base (e.g. octal or hexadecimal) used in
Tapestry. For nearby objects, client search messages
quickly intersect the path taken by publish messages,
resulting in quick search results that exploit local-
ity. These and other properties are analyzed and dis-
cussed in more detail in [11].

3 Brocade Base Architecture
Here we present the overall design for the brocade
overlay proposal, and define the design space for a
single instance of the brocade overlay. We further
clarify the design issues by presenting algorithms for
an instance of a Tapestry on Tapestry brocade.

To improve point to point routing performance on
an overlay, a brocade system defines a secondary
overlay on top of the existing infrastructure, and pro-
vides a shortcut routing algorithm to quickly route
to the local network of the destination node. This
is achieved by finding nodes which have high band-
width and fast access to the wide-area network, and
tunnelling messages through an overlay composed of
these “supernodes.”

In overlay routing structures such as Tapestry [11],
Pastry [6], Chord [8] and Content-Addressable Net-
works [4], messages are often routed across multi-
ple autonomous systems (AS) and administrative do-
mains before reaching their destinations. Each over-
lay hop often incurs long latencies within and across
multiples AS’s, consuming bandwidth along the way.
To minimize both latency and network hops and re-
duce network traffic for a given message, brocade at-
tempts to determine the network domain of the des-
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tination, and route directly to that domain. A “su-
pernode” acts as a landmark for each network do-
main. Messages use them as endpoints of a tun-
nel through the secondary overlay, where messages
would emerge near the local network of the destina-
tion node.

Before we examine the performance benefits, we
address several issues necessary in constructing and
utilizing a brocade overlay. We first discuss the con-
struction of a brocade: how are supernodes chosen
and how is the association between a node and its
nearby supernode maintained? We then address is-
sues in brocade routing: when and how messages
find supernodes, and how they are routed on the sec-
ondary overlay.

3.1 Brocade Construction
The key to brocade routing is the tunnelling of mes-
sages through the wide area between landmark nodes
(supernodes). The selection criteria are that supern-
odes have significant processing power (in order to
route large amounts of overlay traffic), minimal num-
ber of IP hops to the wide-area network, and high
bandwidth outgoing links. Given these requirements,
gateway routers or machines close to them are at-
tractive candidates. The final choice of a supernode
can be resolved by an election algorithm between
Tapestry nodes with sufficient resources, or as a per-
formance optimizing choice by the responsible ISP.

Given a selection of supernodes, we face the issue
of determining one-way mappings between supern-
odes and normal tapestry nodes for which they act
as landmarks in Brocade routing. One possibility is
to exploit the natural hierarchical nature of network
domains. Each network gateway in a domain hier-
archy can act as a brocade routing landmark for all
nodes in its subdomain not covered by a more lo-
cal subdomain gateway. We refer to the collection of
these overlay nodes as the supernode’s cover set. An
example of this mapping is shown in Figure 2. Su-
pernodes keep up-to-date member lists of their cover
sets, which are used in the routing process, as de-
scribed below.

A secondary overlay can then be constructed
on supernodes. Supernodes can have independent
names in the brocade overlay, with consideration to
the overlay design, e.g. Tapestry location requires
names to be evenly distributed in the namespace.
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Figure 2: Example of Supernode Organization

3.2 Brocade Routing
Here we describe mechanisms required for a
Tapestry-based brocade, and how they work to-
gether to improve long range routing performance.
Given the complexity and latency involved in routing
through an additional overlay, three key issues are:
how are messages filtered so that only long distance
messages are directed through the brocade overlay,
how messages find a local supernode as entry to the
brocader, and how a message finds the landmark su-
pernode closest to the message destination in the sec-
ondary overlay.

3.2.1 Selective Utilization

The use of a secondary overlay incurs a non-
negligible amount of latency overhead in the routing.
Once a message reaches a supernode, it must search
for the supernode nearest to the destination node be-
fore routing to that domain and resuming Tapestry
routing to the destination. Consequently, only mes-
sages that route outside the reach of the local supern-
ode benefit from brocade routing.

We propose a naive solution by having each su-
pernode maintain a listing of all Tapestry nodes in its
cover set. We expect the node list at supernodes to
be small, with a maximum size on the order of tens
of thousands of entries. When a message reaches a
supernode, the supernode can do an efficient lookup
(via hashtable) to determine whether the message is
destined for a local node, or whether brocade routing
would be useful.

3.2.2 Finding Supernodes

For a message to take advantage of brocade routing,
it must be routed to a supernode on its way to its des-
tination. How this occurs plays a large part in how
efficient the resulting brocade route is. There are sev-
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eral possible approaches. We discuss three possible
options here, and evaluate their relative performance
in Section 4.

Naive A naive approach is to make brocade tun-
nelling an optional part of routing, and consider it
only when a message reaches a supernode as part of
normal routing. The advantage is simplicity. Nor-
mal nodes need to do nothing to take advantage of
brocade overlay nodes. The disadvantage is that it
severely limits the set of supernodes a message can
reach. Messages can traverse several overlay hops
before encountering a supernode, reducing the effec-
tiveness of the brocade overlay.

IP-snooping In an alternate approach, supernodes
can “snoop” on IP packets to determine if they are
Tapestry messages. If so, supernodes can parse the
message header, and use the destination ID to deter-
mine if brocade routing should be used. The intuition
is that because supernodes are situated near the edge
of local networks, any Tapestry message destined for
an external node will likely cross its path. This also
has the advantage that the source node sending the
message need not know about the brocade supern-
odes in the infrastructure. The disadvantage is diffi-
culty in implementation, and possible limitations im-
posed on regular traffic routing by header processing.

Directed The most promising solution is for over-
lay nodes to find the location of their local supern-
ode, by using DNS resolution of a well-known name,
e.g. supernode.cs.berkeley.edu, or by an
expanding ring search. Once a new node joins a su-
pernode’s cover set, state can be maintained by pe-
riodic beacons. To reduce message traffic at supern-
odes, nodes keep a local proximity cache to “remem-
ber” local nodes they have communicated with. For
each new message, if the destination is found in the
proximity cache, it is routed normally. Otherwise,
the node sends it directly to the supernode for rout-
ing. This is a proactive approach that takes advantage
of any potential performance benefit brocade can of-
fer. It does, however, require state maintenance, and
the use of explicit fault-tolerant mechanisms should
a supernode fail.

3.2.3 Landmark Routing on Brocade

Once an inter-domain message arrives at the sender’s
supernode, brocade needs to determine the supern-
ode closest to the message destination. This can be

done by organizing the brocade overlay as a Tapestry
network. As described in Section 2.2 and [11],
Tapestry location allows nodes to efficiently locate
objects given their IDs. Recall that each supernode
keeps a list of all nodes inside its cover set. In the
brocade overlay, each supernode advertises the IDs
on this list as IDs of objects it “stores.” When a su-
pernode tries to route an outgoing inter-domain mes-
sage, it uses Tapestry to search for an object with an
ID identical to the message destination ID. By find-
ing the object on the brocade layer, the source su-
pernode has found the message destination’s supern-
ode, and forwards the message directly to it. The
destination supernode then resumes normal overlay
routing to the destination.

Note these discussions make the implicit assump-
tion that on average, inter-domain routing incurs
much higher latencies compared to intra-domain
routing. This, in combination with the distance con-
straints in Tapestry, allows us to assert that intra-
domain messages will never route outside the do-
main. This is because the destination node will al-
most always offer the closest node with its own ID.
This also means that once a message arrives at the
destination’s supernode, it will quickly route to the
destination node.

4 Evaluation of Base Design
In this section, we present some analysis and ini-
tial simulation results showing the performance im-
provement possible with the use of brocade. In par-
ticular, we simulate the effect brocade routing has
on point to point routing latency and bandwidth us-
age. For our experiments, we implemented a two
layer brocade system inside a packet-level simulator
that used Tapestry as both the primary and secondary
overlay structures. The packet level simulator mea-
sured the progression of single events across a large
network without regard to network effects such as
congestion or retransmission.

Before presenting our simulation results, we first
offer some back-of-the-envelope numerical support
for why brocade supernodes should scale with the
size of AS’s and the rate of nodes entering and leav-
ing the Tapestry. Given the size of the current In-
ternet around 204 million nodes1, and 20000 AS’s,
we estimate the size of an average AS to be around

1Source: http://www.netsizer.com/
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10,000 nodes. Also, our current implementation of
Tapestry on a PIII 800Mhz node achieves through-
put of 1000 messages/second. In a highly volatile
AS of 10000 nodes, where 10% of nodes enter or
leave every minute, roughly 1.7% of the supernode
processing power is used for handling the “registra-
tion” of new nodes.

We used in our experiments GT-ITM [10] tran-
sit stub topologies of 5000 nodes. We constructed
Tapestry networks of size 4096, and marked 16 tran-
sit stubs as brocade supernodes. We then measured
the performance of pair-wise communication paths
using original Tapestry and all three brocade algo-
rithms for finding supernodes (Section 3.2.2). We
include four total algorithms: 1. original Tapestry,
2. naive brocade, 3. IP-snooping brocade, 4. di-
rected brocade. For brocade algorithms, we assume
the sender knows whether the destination node is lo-
cal, and only uses brocade for inter-domain routing.

We use as our key metric a modified version of
Relative Delay Penalty (RDP) [1]. Our modified
RDP attempts to account for the processing of an
overlay message up and down the protocol stack by
adding 1 hop unit to each overlay node traversed.
Each data point is generated by averaging the rout-
ing performance on 100 randomly chosen paths of
a certain distance. In the RDP measurements, the
sender’s knowledge of whether the destination is lo-
cal explains the low RDP values for short distances,
and the spike in RDP around the average size of tran-
sit stub domains.

We measured the hop RDP of the four routing al-
gorithms. For each pair of communication endpoints
A and B, hop RDP is a ratio of # of hops traversed
using brocade to the ideal hop distance between A
and B. As seen in Figure 3, all brocade algorithms
improve upon original Tapestry point to point rout-
ing. As expected, naive brocade offers minimal im-
provement. IP snooping improves the hop RDP sub-
stantially, while directed brocade provides the most
significant improvement in routing performance. For
paths of moderate to long lengths, directed brocade
reduces the routing overhead by more than 50% to
near optimal levels (counting processing time). The
small spike in RDP for IP snooping and directed bro-
cade is due to the Tapestry location overhead in find-
ing landmarks for destinations in nearby domains.

Figure 3 makes a simple assumption that all phys-
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Figure 3: Hop-based RDP
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Figure 4: Weighted latency RDP, ratio 3:1

ical links have the same latency. To account for the
fact that interdomain routes have higher latency, Fig-
ure 4 shows an RDP where each interdomain hop
counts as 3 hop units of latency. We see that IP
snooping and directed brocade still show the drastic
improvement in RDP found in the simplistic topol-
ogy results. We note that the spike in RDP expe-
rienced by IP snooping and directed brocade is ex-
acerbated by the effect of higher routing time in
interdomain traffic making Tapestry location more
expensive. We also ran this test on several tran-
sit stub topologies with randomized latencies direct
from GT-ITM, with similar results.

Finally, we examine the effect of brocade on re-
ducing overall network traffic, by measuring the ag-
gregate bandwidth taken per message delivery, using
units of (sizeof(Msg) * hops). The result in Figure 5
shows that IP snooping brocade and directed brocade
dramatically reduce bandwidth usage per message
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Figure 5: Aggregate bandwidth used per message

delivery. This is expected, since brocade forwards
messages directly to the destination domain, and re-
duces message forwarding on the wide-area.

While certain decisions in our design are Tapestry
specific, we believe similar design decisions can be
made for other overlay networks [4, 6, 8], and these
results should apply to brocade routing on those net-
works as well.

5 Related Work and Status
In related work, the Cooperative File System [2]
leverages nodes with more resources by allowing
them to host additional virtual nodes in the system,
each representing one quantum of resource. This
quantification is directed mostly at storage require-
ments, and CFS does not propose a mechanism for
exploiting network topology knowledge. Our work
is also partially inspired by the work on landmark
routing [9], where packets are directed to a node in
the landmark hierarchy closest to the destination be-
fore local routing.

While we present an architecture here using
Tapestry at the lower level, the brocade overlay ar-
chitecture can be generalized on top of any peer-to-
peer network infrastructure. The presented architec-
ture works as is on top of the Pastry [6] network. We
are currently exploring brocades on top of CAN [4]
and Chord [8]. We are implementing brocade in the
Tapestry/OceanStore code base, and are experiment-
ing with alternative efficient mechanisms for locating
landmark nodes.

In conclusion, we have proposed the use of a
secondary overlay network on a collection of well-
connected “supernodes,” in order to improve point

to point routing performance on peer-to-peer over-
lay networks. The brocade layer uses Tapestry loca-
tion to direct messages to the supernode nearest to
their destination. Simulations show that brocade sig-
nificantly improves routing performance and reduces
bandwidth consumption for point to point paths in a
wide-area overlay. We believe brocade is an interest-
ing enhancement that leverages network knowledge
for enhanced routing performance.
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